The importance of the compiler is unquestionable. In order to better guarantee the correctness of the compiler, this paper presents a compiler testing approach based on generalized equivalent substitution. This approach tests the compiler by building a large number of equivalent assemblies. It can produce more test cases with fewer original test cases and effectively avoid a test oracle. We use the way implanting variants in SNL compilers to verify the validity of the compiler test approach based on generalized equivalence substitution. The experiment results show that our approach is effective and can detect errors in the compiler.
Introduction
The compiler plays an important role in software development. If the compiler error can lead to inconsistencies in the source code semantics and executable file behavior, this question is secret and deadly for programmer. In fact, the compiler does have an error [1] . Therefore, testing the correctness of the compiler is critical.
The traditional compiler testing technology tests the under test program by comparing the actual output of the test cases with the expected output [3] , For the compiler testing, in many cases there is a test oracle that it is difficult for the tester to construct the expected output of the program to determine whether the execution result is correct [1, 2, 7] . At present, the three widely used compiler testing techniques include Randomized Differential Testing (RDT) [8] , a variant of RDT-Different Optimization Levels (DOL) [9] , and Equivalence Modulo Inputs (EMI) [6] . The three compiler testing techniques have their advantages and disadvantages, in which RDT is the most effective technique for error detection [6] , but it relies on high-precision compilers [3] , and the impact of oracle in EMI technology is minimal , But it is less efficient [6] . The Metamorphic Testing Technique [10] is to test the program by checking the relationship between multiple execution results of the program, without constructing the expected output [4] , effectively avoiding the risk of a test oracle in software testing. In this paper, the technique of metamorphic testing is applied to the compiler testing, and a new compiler test method based on generalized equivalence substitution is proposed. This approach uses a generalized equivalent substitution method to generate a large number of equivalent assemblies as test cases, so as to test the compiler under test by comparing the output elements within the relationship is equal. This approach can use a small number of original test cases to generate a large number of available test cases, but also can avoid the risk of a test oracle. In the generalized equivalence substitution, we propose several kinds of mutation operators, that is, the method of transforming the program. The mutation operator designed in this paper will get the equivalent program group after the transformation of the program. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach, we used the method of implanting variants to test the obtained SNL compiler mutant, which detected 30 errors in 32 mutants. The experimental results show that the compiler testing approach based on generalized equivalence substitution is effective.
Basic Knowledge
Definition 1: Set up a program P written in the advanced programming language. E is the object code compiled by the compiler. The compilation process of the compiler can be regarded as a function: F: P → E.
Definition 2: If I is the input of program P and O is the corresponding output, then P (I) = O means that the output of P is O when input is I.
Definition 3: If there is mutation operator M and program P, then M (P) is the effect of M on P, where M (P) represents the new program obtained by the action of P.
Definition 4: When I is the input of program P, we call the set of executed statements in the program run as W (I, P), otherwise the rest is called non-execution path ¬ W (I, P).
Definition 5: If there is a mutation operator set {M 1 , M 2 , ... M i }, for a program P of the certain input I, if (M 1 (P)) (I)≡(M 2 (P)) (I)≡(M 3 (P)) (I)≡…≡(M i (P)) (I), it is said that the effect of this mutation operator group on the program P with input I is equivalent.
Definition 6: Suppose that a statement S 2 in a program will be affected by statement S 1 , then say S 2 depends on S 1 .
Compiler Testing Framework Based on Generalized Equivalent Substitution
The basic principles of the testing framework are as follow: If there are original test cases P 1 and P 2 , P 1 is equivalent with P 2 under the condition that the input is I , the output are equivalent after compiling (F(P 1 ))(I) ≡ (F(P 2 ))(I). Because of the transitivity of equivalence relations, we can conclude that:
(F(P 1 ))(I)≡(F(P 2 ))(I)≡…≡(F(P n ))(I) (n>2) Therefore, when we put the equivalent program group that contains the same input into the compiler for testing, we only need to compare the equivalent relationship between the outputs, it can avoid the risk of the Oracle problem in the test. The framework is illustrated in Figure 1 in this paper.
Analyzer Report Figure. 1 Compiler Testing Framework For the original test case P, use the mutation operator method to manipulate P in the operator library , after the transformation of the equivalent variation operator(M 1 ,M 2 ,…M i ) ,it will produce a corresponding equivalent program group{ M 1 (P),M 2 (P) ,…,M i (P)}; Next, use the Compiler for testing to compile the equivalent program group to obtain the executable file group{E 1 ,E 2 ,…, E i };At the moment we regard I as the input of E 1 ,E 2 ,…E i , and get the set of output data {O 1 ,O 2 ,…O i }; At the same time judge the relationship between the various elements in the set, if the elements are all equal that it can prove that we did not detect the error in this experiment, otherwise the compiler exists error.
In the whole testing framework, the most difficult part is the generation of test cases. We put forward the idea of generalized equivalence substitution, designing three kinds of mutation operator method to manipulate the source program. We will describe our approach of the generation of test cases in detail in an upcoming section.
Generation of Test Cases

Original test cases
The method of generalized equivalence substitution does not need to guarantee the equivalence relation between the program which is after transformation and the source program. In terms of the characteristics of the method of generalized equivalence substitution, we do not propose special
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requirements for the original test case, and we can use the programs generated by the program automatic generation tool such as C-smith.
Mutation Operator
Mutation operator refers to make equivalent transformation for a program. In order to satisfy the generalized equivalence substitution, we designed three kinds of mutation operators:
Augmentation Operator (AO)
That is, adding a single or compound unrelated statement in position in the source program. The method of generalized equivalence substitution does not need to guarantee that the semantics of the generated program are consistent with semantics of the source program, so we can directly manipulate the assignment or operation statement of the variable selected. Here we introduce a method of generating an irrelevant statement based on an equivalent expression: First, we need a set of expressions for a common identity equation, like: { e × 2 ≡ e × e, e 1 + e 2 ≡ e 2 + e 1 , (e 1 + e 2 ) × (e 1 + e 2 ) ≡ e 1 × e 1 + 2 × e 1 × e 2 + e 2 × e 2 , …… } Figure 2 shows an example of the generation of an equivalent expression set, and we will put the irrelevant variable x, y needed to be generated into the set :put x into e × 2 ≡ e × e , get x × 2 ≡ x × x (1); then put (1) and y into e 1 + e 2 ≡ e 2 + e 1 ,get x × 2 + y ≡ y + x × x (2),by the iteration method, we can get an equivalent expression set. {x} {y} {x} {y} {x×2,x+x} {x} {y} {x×2,x+x} {x×2+y,y+x+x} e × 2 ≡ e × e e1 + e2 ≡ e2 + e1 {x} {y} {x×2,x+x} {x×2+y,y+x+x} … Figure. 2 build an equivalent expression set Set an unrelated variable V, generate a V equivalent expression set S (V) in the above way, and fill the elements of S (V) randomly into the program to obtain a large number of equivalent programs.
Elimination Operator (EO)
As the words suggest, it means that eliminate the irrelevant statement. In the case of determining the output, some statements in the program are not executed. The source program P is put into compiler C to be compiled to obtain the executable program O, the process can be represented by the function F (P) → O. Put the input I into the executable file O, in the process of running the executable program, we can locate the statements in the source program that can be used, the set of these statements is called Execution path under input I S(I,P), On the contrary, the rest is called a non-execution path ¬ S (I, P), and the source program P can be expressed as P = S (I, P) ∪ ¬ S (I, P).
It should be noted that the operation of the deletion should not affect the correctness of the program.
Modification Operator (MO)
We should change the statement without changing the semantics of the program. And we designed three modification operators.
①Replace the comput expressions equivalently. An expression contain an operator, marking the statement in the program's position. Converting the elements of the expression set to the marked statement to generate a new equivalent assembly. ② loop invariant hoist. There is a situation, in the process of cycling, a variable does not change the cycle, and then the variable on the assignment of the statement can be extracted outside the loop. ③ change the non-dependent statements. This paper focuses only on the existence of statement dependencies, without the need to distinguish the kind of dependencies. The statements does not change the semantics if there is no dependency between statements.
Experiment
To verify the effectiveness of our test approach, we made an experiment by implanting variants in the compiler. We chose the C ++ compiler and used to teach the SNL compiler as an experimental target. The compiler's source code comes from https://github.com/hikean/SNL-Compiler.The experiment is as follows:
We use the method of implanting variants to modify the source code of the SNL compiler, and set each mutant to produce a modified one. Specific modifications are divided into two categories: the first is the exchange of symbols, including: "+", "-", ">", "<"; the second category is to modify the value in the assignment statement. We screened all mutants that lost the essential function, and finally obtained 32 available mutants, we numbered these mutants {C 1 , C 2 ,…, C 32 }.
We use the compiler developer's seven SNL program examples as the original test case. We apply the mutation operator in the operator library to manipulate the original test case, Get 171 sets of equivalent assemblies. These assemblies are numbered, with the addition operator getting 110 groups {P 1 , P 2 ,…, P 110 }. We tested 32 mutants using this 171 group equivalence program. The final detection of 30 mutants in the BUG, the wrong detection rate of 93.75%. This indicates that the approach in this paper is valid and can detect bugs in the compiler. C19 and C26 in the two mutants of the Bug has not been detected, we think this is the number of experimental test cases caused by insufficient enough. We illustrate our experiment with two examples:
The mutant C 14 selects the "genNum" function within the source code "tm.cpp" to modify, replacing all the '+' in the function with '-' (see Figure 3 ). Equivalent assembly of two equivalents in P 142 (Figure 4) , After compiling and inputting, the set of outputs is {..., -212, 4, ...}, and there is an unequal element in the set, which proves that the mutant has error. Figure. 4 test cases in P 142 Mutate C 31 selects the "genStmt" function in the source code "cgen.cpp" to modify the "p0 = t-> child [0];" statement in "case WhileK" to "p0 = t-> child [1] ; "( Figure 5 ). Equivalent assembly P170 within the two procedures (Figure 6 ), after compilation and input, the output set contains a program grammar error, to prove that the mutant has error. Figure. 6 test cases in P 170 Although the test approach based on generalized equivalence substitution can avoid the risk of a test oracle, but this contrast approach is random, there may be cases that the test case does not trigger the modified code in the mutant while compiling. In theory, a comprehensive type of original test cases and a sufficient number of test cases can solve this problem, but the increase in the number of cases will increase the workload and reduce efficiency, which is the limitations of our test methods.
At the same time in the experiment we also found that there are some problems: the same equivalent program group within the program, there is the situation where the output is inconsistent. After verification, we found the problem is that floating-point operations can not maintain the original value, so the equivalent of the results of the program is not the same situation. To avoid this problem, we only use integer variables and constants to operate.
Conclusion
The generalized equivalence substitution is obvious, and the generalized equivalence substitution does not need to qualify the semantics of the generator and the semantics of the source program. Therefore, only a few typical structure of the source program and a sufficient expression of the equality equation, you can get a lot of test cases. At the same time, we have experimentally proved that our compiler test approach based on generalized equivalence substitution can detect the errors in the compiler.
